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The Perfect Neighbor - Nora Roberts 2012-04-10
Daniel MacGregor’s matchmaking continues to a new generation in the ninth MacGregor novel from #1
New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. When he moves into a new building, the last thing
Preston McQuinn wants is a nosy neighbor—especially one as vivacious as Cybil Campbell. But she’s a
welcoming committee that’s hard to ignore. Thin walls and thick defenses prove to be no match for her
irresistible charm. A NORA ROBERTS CLASSIC AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
The Reef and Midnight Bayou - Nora Roberts 2011
THE REEF: Tate Beaumont and Matthew Lassiter share the same ambition - to find Angelique's Curse, a
jewelled amulet thought to be long lost at the bottom of the ocean. Forced into a reluctant partnership with
Matthew and his uncle, Tate soon learns that her stormy fellow explorer holds as many secrets as the sea
itself. And when the truth emerges about the mysterious death of Matthew's father eight years earlier,
desire - and danger - rush to the surface. MIDNIGHT BAYOU: Ever since Declan Fitzgerald saw dilapidated
Manet Hall he's been enchanted - and obsessed - by it. Determined to restore it to its former splendour,
Declan begins the daunting renovation. But local legend has it that the house is haunted, and Declan starts
seeing visions of terrible horror from long ago. So when he meets the alluring Angelina Simone, he's glad of
the distraction. But Angelina has her own surprising connection to Manet Hall - a connection that will help
Declan uncover a secret that's been buried for a hundred years . . .
Private Scandals - Nora Roberts 1994-05-01
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a captivating novel set in the world of
television talk shows that reveals the ambitious dreams of a savvy young woman—and the dark obsessions
that threaten all she’s worked for. Deanna Reynolds had it all planned: She’d start out in the newsroom of a
small Chicago station, then move up to host her own talk show. When her mentor Angela Perkins leaves for
New York, Deanna risks everything for the chance to replace Angela on the air. The network’s sexiest
journalist, Finn Riley, admires Deanna’s daring ambition. But soon they are caught up in the bitter backlash
of Angela’s revenge—and they must unmask the hidden betrayals of Deanna’s fiercest rival by taking the
biggest risk of all....
Public Secrets - Nora Roberts 2009-07-28
New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts deftly blends romance and suspense in this compelling
novel of a woman whose career, marriage, and very life are threatened by the truth about her own past.
Emma McAvoy may have grown up in the limelight, but some secrets are hidden in a darkness no light can
reach. Now on the verge of a successful career, and having fallen in love with the man of her dreams,
Emma is looking to the future. Yet it’s the past that is about to catch up with her. For Emma, her childhood
had been almost like a rags-to-riches fairy tale—until the tragic night that changed her family forever. But
what Emma thinks she knows about that terrible night and the man she’s about to marry is only half the
truth. The other half is locked away in the last place she’d ever think to look: her own memories. It’s a
mystery a handsome and relentlessly driven homicide detective needs to solve in a case that’s haunted him
for years—and a secret someone will kill to keep.
Dual Image - Nora Roberts 2012-07-10
On-camera conflict leads to behind-the-scenes love in this story of reluctant desire from #1 New York Times
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bestselling author Nora Roberts. Working with screenwriter Booth DeWitt is the chance of a lifetime for
actor Ariel Kirkwood, but she’s landed the role of his conniving ex-wife in his semiautobiographical film.
Doing her job well means turning him off, unless Ariel can convince the intense Booth to see her for the
woman she is when the cameras stop rolling. A NORA ROBERTS CLASSIC AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR
THE FIRST TIME
The Reef - Nora Roberts 1999-10-01
A marine archaeologist and a salvager join forces to search for a legendary treasure in this novel that takes
readers to the depths of the Caribbean and the heights of passion and suspense—from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nora Roberts. Tate Beaumont has a passion for treasure-hunting. Over the years, she
and her father have uncovered many fabulous riches, but one treasure has always eluded them: Angelique’s
Curse—a jeweled amulet heavy with history, dark with legend, and tainted with blood. In order to find this
precious artifact, the Beaumonts reluctantly form a partnership with salvagers Buck and Matthew Lassiter.
As the Beaumonts and Lassiters pool their resources to locate Angelique’s Curse, the Caribbean waters
darken with shadowy deceptions and hidden threats. Their partnership is placed in jeopardy when Matthew
refuses to share information—including the truth behind his father’s mysterious death. For now, Tate and
Matthew continue their uneasy alliance—until danger and desire begin to rise to the surface…
Sanctuary - Nora Roberts 2007-07-03
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a seductive and suspenseful novel of
dangerous liaisons and family betrayals… Photographer Jo Ellen Hathaway thought she'd escaped the
house called Sanctuary long ago. She'd spent her loneliest years there, after the sudden, unexplained
disappearance of her mother. Yet the sprawling inn on an island off the Georgia coast continues to haunt
her dreams. And now, even more haunting are the pictures someone is sending her: strange close-ups and
candids, culminating in the most shocking portrait of all—a photo of her mother—naked, beautiful, and
dead. Now Jo must return to the island, and to her bitterly estranged family. With the help of Nathan
Delaney—who was on the island the summer her mother disappeared—Jo hopes to learn the truth about the
tragic past. But Sanctuary may be the most dangerous place of all.
Impulse - Nora Roberts 2020-09-15
A woman acting on Impulse enjoys a romantic adventure of self-discovery in this novella from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. When her predictable path in life leads to dissatisfaction, Rebecca
Malone quits her accounting job, sells her belongings, and leaves Philadelphia for Greece. Basking in an
environment so different from everything she knows, Rebecca permits herself to enjoy the attentions of
Stephen Nickodemus, a restaurant owner more than happy to share the many flavors of Greek culture with
her. But when their flirtatious fling grows more serious than either expected, Rebecca must choose either
to embrace her new carefree spirit or to accept the true love in her heart.
Regency Buck - Georgette Heyer 2008-08-01
An altogether unsatisfactory arrangement After their father's death, Miss Judith Taverner and her brother
Peregrine travel to London to meet their guardian, Lord Worth, expecting an elderly gentleman. To their
surprise and utter disgust, their guardian is not much older than they are, doesn't want the office of
guardian any more than they want him, and is determined to thwart all their interests and return them to
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the country. With altogether too many complications But when Miss Taverner and Peregrine begin to move
in the highest social circles, Lord Worth cannot help but entangle himself with his adventuresome wards...
Praise for Regency Buck: "Clever!"— Library Journal "Georgette Heyer is unbeatable."— Sunday Telegraph
"Light and frothy, in the vein of the author's other Regency novels, this follows the fortunes of Miss Judith
Taverner and her brother, Sir Peregrine. A good introduction to Heyer's period stories..." — The Booklist
"Reading Georgette Heyer is the next best thing to reading Jane Austen."— Publishers Weekly "A writer of
great wit and style... I've read her books to ragged shreds"— Katie Fenton, Daily Telegraph "Wonderful
characters, elegant, witty writing, perfect period detail, and rapturously romantic. Georgette Heyer
achieves what the rest of us only aspire too."—Katie Fforde
For Now, Forever - Nora Roberts 2021-11-02
In For Now, Forever, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts reveals the love story that
brought The MacGregors together—the heartfelt affair of the couple behind the dynamic family whose forty
year marriage inspired their children to greatness in all areas of their lives. Daniel MacGregor amassed a
millionaire’s fortune through hard work and ingenuity. He wants for nothing, except for someone to share
his life. The beautiful Anna Whitfield has captivated his mind and heart like no one he has ever met, but she
has her own ambitious medical career to pursue and isn’t interested in marrying such a domineering
personality. Undeterred, Daniel will prove to Anna that his value lies in more than his wealth—promising
her a love and a future that has much to offer the world.
Lion of Judah - Victor Ostrovsky 1993

keep Lil safe... THE SEARCH On Orcas Island, Fiona Bristow has found the peace and solitude necessary to
rebuild her life. But all that changes on the day Simon Doyle barrels up her drive with an out-of-control
puppy. As Fiona embarks on training Jaws, and Simon begins to appreciate both dog and trainer, Fiona's
terrifying past emerges from the shadows... CHASING FIRE Gulliver Curry is a walking contradiction, a
hotshot firefighter with a big vocabulary and a winter job at a kids’ arcade. And though Rowan Tripp, as a
rule, doesn’t hook up with other smoke jumpers, Gull is convinced he can change her mind…
Nightwork - Nora Roberts 2022-05-24
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts introduces an unforgettable thief in an unputdownable
new novel... Greed. Desire. Obsession. Revenge . . . It’s all in a night’s work. Harry Booth started stealing at
nine to keep a roof over his ailing mother’s head, slipping into luxurious, empty homes at night to find items
he could trade for precious cash. When his mother finally succumbed to cancer, he left Chicago—but kept
up his nightwork, developing into a master thief with a code of honor and an expertise in not attracting
attention?or getting attached. Until he meets Miranda Emerson, and the powerful bond between them
upends all his rules. But along the way, Booth has made some dangerous associations, including the
ruthless Carter LaPorte, who sees Booth as a tool he controls for his own profit. Knowing LaPorte will
leverage any personal connection, Booth abandons Miranda for her own safety—cruelly, with no
explanation—and disappears. But the bond between Miranda and Booth is too strong, pulling them
inexorably back together. Now Booth must face LaPorte, to truly free himself and Miranda once and for all.
Partners - Nora Roberts 2020-12-08

Homeport - Nora Roberts 1999-05-01
An art expert and a thief get caught in a dangerous game in this novel of daring deception and desire from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. After an assault at her family home in Maine, Dr.
Miranda Jones is determined to put the experience behind her. Distraction comes when she is summoned to
Italy—to verify the authenticity of a Renaissance bronze of a Medici courtesan known as The Dark Lady. But
instead of cementing Miranda’s reputation as the leading expert in the field, the job nearly destroys it when
her professional judgment is called into question. Emotionally estranged from her mother, with a brother
immersed in his own troubles, Miranda has no one to turn to...except Ryan Boldari, a seductive art thief
whose own agenda forces them into a reluctant alliance. Now it becomes clear that the incident in Maine
was not a simple mugging—and that The Dark Lady may possess as many secrets as its beautiful namesake
once did. For Miranda, forced to rely on herself—and a partner who offers her both unnerving suspicion
and intoxicating passion—the only way home is filled with deception, treachery, and a danger that
threatens them all.
Angels Fall - Nora Roberts 2021-10-26
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts explores the wilds of the Grand Tetons—and the
mysteries of love, murder, and madness—in this engrossing and passionate novel. The sole survivor of a
brutal crime back East, Reece Gilmore settles in Angel’s Fall, Wyoming—temporarily, at least—and takes a
job at a local diner. One day, while hiking in the mountains, she peers through her binoculars and sees a
couple arguing on the bank of the churning Snake River. And suddenly, the man is on top of the woman, his
hands around her throat... By the time Reece reaches a gruff loner named Brody farther down the trail, the
pair is gone. And when authorities comb the area where she saw the attack, they find no trace that anyone
was even there. No one in Angel’s Fall seems to believe Reece—except Brody, despite his seeming
impatience and desire to keep her at arm’s length. When a series of menacing events makes it clear that
someone wants her out of the way, Reece must put her trust in Brody—and herself—to find out if there is a
killer in Angel’s Fall, before it’s too late.
The Novels of Nora Roberts, Volume 5 - Nora Roberts 2012-04-03
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts journeys to the rugged and beautiful landscapes of the
Pacific Northwest, Idaho, and Montana in these three blockbuster novels. BLACK HILLS Though the
memory Cooper Sullivan's touch still haunts her, Lil Chance has let nothing stop her dream of opening the
Chance Wildlife Refuge. But when small pranks and acts of destruction escalate into a heartless attack on
Lil’s beloved cougar, memories of an unsolved murder in these very hills have Coop springing to action to

The Liar - Nora Roberts 2015-04-14
In a “sexy, suspenseful read,” #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts delivers “a slow-burning
fuse of a plot that ultimately explodes in a nail-biting conclusion.”* Shelby Foxworth lost her husband. Then
she lost her illusions… The man who took her from Tennessee to an exclusive Philadelphia suburb left her
in crippling debt. He was an adulterer and a liar, and when Shelby tracks down his safe-deposit box, she
finds multiple IDs. The man she loved wasn’t just dead. He never really existed. Shelby takes her threeyear-old daughter and heads south to seek comfort in her hometown, where she meets someone new: Griff
Lott, a successful contractor. But her husband had secrets she has yet to discover. Even in this small town,
surrounded by loved ones, danger is closer than she knows—and threatens Griff, as well. And an attempted
murder is only the beginning... *Booklist (starred review)
Home For Christmas (Novella) - Nora Roberts 2014-11-18
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts captures the spirit of the holidays in this
heartwarming novella. After years of traveling the globe, prizewinning reporter Jason Law returns home to
his small New Hampshire town to win back the woman who slipped through his fingers. But it might take a
Christmas miracle for Faith Monroe to give him a second chance...
Blood Red - Heather Graham 2020-01-13
Rediscover a thrilling world of immortals and intrigue in this classic paranormal romantic suspense, only
from New York Times bestselling author Heather Graham. Yes, there are vampires in America; Mark
Davidson knows it. And what city is more likely to be stalked by them than New Orleans? But Lauren Crow
doesn’t believe in vampires. Not at first. She and her friends are spending a bachelorette weekend in the
Big Easy—all fun and games until a fortune-teller predicts a gruesome death. And until Lauren meets Mark,
whom she finds absolutely compelling…and quite possibly crazy. He prowls the city by night, searching out
vampires. Mark is as drawn to Lauren as she is to him, and not just because she’s the image of his
murdered fiancée. His obsession with tracking down his lover’s killer is part of a vendetta that goes even
deeper than grief over his lost love. As Lauren wrestles with desire and disbelief, sinister shadows lengthen
over New Orleans.Vampires. They’re threatening Lauren and her friends. And they’re about to end the
city’s truce between the living and the undead! Originally published in 2007
Brazen Virtue - Nora Roberts 2011-11-22
NOW THE NETFLIX FILM BRAZEN, STARRING ALYSSA MILANO From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts comes a novel that explores the dangerous side of desire, when a mystery writer in
search of a little peace and quiet instead finds herself ensnared in the world of a real-life serial killer whose
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craving for murder stops at nothing . . . and no one. After a demanding book tour, superstar mystery
novelist Grace McCabe decides to visit her sister, Kathleen, who’s embroiled in a custody battle after a
bitter divorce. Arriving in D.C., Grace is shocked to find Kathleen living in a run-down neighborhood and,
hoping to afford a hotshot lawyer, supplementing her meager teacher’s salary by moonlighting as a phone
sex operator. According to Kathleen, Fantasy, Inc., guarantees its employees ironclad anonymity. But Grace
has her doubts—which are confirmed one horrifying cherry-blossom-scented night when one of Fantasy,
Inc.’s operators is murdered. As Grace is drawn to help solve the crime, her life turns into a scene from one
of her own books. Yet as one of her biggest fans, investigator Ed Jackson, warns her: This isn’t fiction. Real
people die—and Grace could be next. For she’s hoping to trap a killer more twisted than anything she could
imagine. And not even Ed may be able to protect her from a rendezvous with lust and death.
The Search - Nora Roberts 2014-12

love . . .
Nothing But the Truth - Richard Parrish 1996-02-15
Approached by organized crime brain Meyer Lansky, attorney Joshua Rabb at the Bureau of Indian Affairs
attempts to discover the link between recent mafia activities and the murders of two Chassidic Jews.
Reprint.
The Rise of Magicks - Nora Roberts 2019-11-26
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Year One and Of Blood and Bone concludes her stunning new
trilogy praised as “A match for end-of-the-world classics like Stephen King’s The Stand.” After the sickness
known as the Doom destroyed civilization, magick has become commonplace, and Fallon Swift has spent
her young years learning its ways. Fallon cannot live in peace until she frees those who have been preyed
upon by the government or the fanatical Purity Warriors, endlessly hunted or locked up in laboratories,
brutalized for years on end. She is determined to save even those who have been complicit with this evil out
of fear or weakness—if, indeed, they can be saved. Strengthened by the bond she shares with her fellow
warrior, Duncan, Fallon has already succeeded in rescuing countless shifters and elves and ordinary
humans. Now she must help them heal—and rediscover the light and faith within themselves. For although
from the time of her birth, she has been The One, she is still only one. And as she faces down an old
nemesis, sets her sights on the enemy’s stronghold, and pursues her destiny—to finally restore the mystical
shield that once protected them all—she will need an army behind her...
Key of Knowledge - Nora Roberts 2015-09-01
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts unlocks the dreams of a woman on a quest for the
truth in her second Key Trilogy novel. Dana Steele has always found her greatest passion in books. But now
her boss is making her job as a librarian a living hell. Luckily, she now has a Plan B… High on a hill
overlooking the town of Pleasant Valley, Pennsylvania, sits the Warrior’s Peak estate. It’s where Dana was
invited to meet Malory Price and Zoe McCourt—and where they learned that they were destined to find
three keys to unlock a box holding the souls of three mythical demigoddesses: one an artist, one a bard, and
one a warrior. With the promise of a million dollars each dangled before them, the women couldn’t refuse.
And as Malory found the first key, they formed a fast friendship and decided to go into business together.
For Dana, that meant her dream of owning a bookstore was about to come true. And now, as Dana finds
herself on the threshold of some major life changes, it’s her turn to find a key. She has four weeks to
unravel a riddle involving her past, present, and future, and to find the truth hidden among deception and
lies—or succumb to her worst nightmare. Don’t miss the other books in the Key Trilogy Key of Light Key of
Valor
Storm Warning - Nora Roberts 2013-07-16
Suspicion and seduction collide in this suspenseful novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts. Autumn Gallagher is shocked to see that her aunt’s remote Virginia inn is bursting with an eclectic
assortment of guests—including Lucas McLean. The intense and darkly handsome writer broke her heart
years ago, casting her off without a second thought. Autumn puts up a good front but can’t deny the love
she still feels for Lucas—or the evidence she has that could prove him guilty of murder… A NORA
ROBERTS CLASSIC AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
Abandoned in Death - J. D. Robb 2022-02-08
Homicide detective Eve Dallas must untangle a twisted family history while a hostage’s life hangs in the
balance—in Abandoned in Death by New York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb. The woman’s body was
found in the early morning, on a bench in a New York City playground. She was clean, her hair neatly
arranged, her makeup carefully applied. But other things were very wrong—like the tattoo and piercings,
clearly new. The clothes, decades out of date. The fatal wound hidden beneath a ribbon around her neck.
And the note: Bad Mommy, written in crayon as if by a child. Eve Dallas turns to the department’s top
profiler, who confirms what seems obvious to Eve: They’re dealing with a killer whose childhood involved
some sort of trauma—a situation Eve is all too familiar with herself. Yet the clues suggest a perpetrator
who’d be roughly sixty years old, and there are no records of old crimes with a similar MO. What was the
trigger that apparently reopened such an old wound and sent someone over the edge? When Eve discovers
that other young women—who physically resemble the first victim—have vanished, the clock starts ticking

The Novels of Nora Roberts, Volume 3 - Nora Roberts 2011-10-25
A compelling collection of five romantic suspense novels from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts. THE VILLA Ordered to work with Tyler MacMillan to facilitate the merger of their families' two
wineries, PR executive Sophia Giambelli is torn between a powerful attraction and a professional rivalry.
But when acts of sabotage threaten everything, Sophia’s quest for dominance becomes a fight for survival...
MIDNIGHT BAYOU When Declan Fitzgerald begins the daunting task of restoring Mant Hall, alluring
Angelina Simone is a welcome distraction from the mansion's mysterious happenings. But her surprising
connection to the old house is about to uncover a secret that's been buried for a hundred years... THREE
FATES Malachi, Gideon, and Rebecca Sullivan are determined to recover their great-great-grandfather’s
treasure. Their quest will take them from their home in Ireland to Helsinki, Prague, and New York where
they will meet a brilliant scholar who will aid them in their hunt—and an ambitious woman who will do
anything to stop them... BIRTHRIGHT When news of five-thousand-year-old human bones draws
archaeologist Callie Dunbrook out of her sabbatical, she finds herself in a whirlwind of adventure, danger,
and romance with her irritating—but irresistible—ex-husband, Jake... NORTHERN LIGHTS Nate Burke
accepted the job as Chief of Police in a tiny, remote Alaskan town with the hopes of starting over. But his
new love with pilot Meg Galloway is soon put at risk when he attempts to close an unsolved murder case...
In Dreams - Nora Roberts 2012-03-29
An exclusive Nora Roberts short story. Drawn to a castle in the forests of Ireland, a beautiful young woman
becomes the link to a stranger's past - and the curse that has trapped him for ever in the eternity of his own
dreams . . .
Midnight Bayou - Nora Roberts 2002-11-26
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a novel set deep in the bayou of
Louisiana—where the only witness to a long-ago tragedy is a once-grand house… Declan Fitzgerald had
always been the family maverick, but even he couldn't understand his impulse to buy a dilapidated mansion
on the outskirts of New Orleans. Ever since he first saw Manet Hall, he'd been enchanted—and
obsessed—with it. Determined to restore the mansion to its former splendor, Declan begins the daunting
renovation room by room. But the days spent in total isolation in the empty house take a toll. He sees
visions of days from a century past and experiences sensations of terror and nearly unbearable grief. Local
legend has it that the house is haunted, and with every passing day Declan's belief in the ghostly presence
grows. Only the companionship of alluring Angelina Simone can distract him from the mysterious
happenings in the house, but Angelina has her own surprising connection to Manet Hall—a connection that
will help Declan uncover a secret that's been buried for a hundred years.
Vision In White - Nora Roberts 2009-05-07
Childhood friends Mackensie, Parker, Laurel and Emmaline have formed a very successful wedding
planning business together but, despite helping thousands of happy couples to organise the biggest day of
their lives, all four women are unlucky in love. Photographer Mackensie Elliot has suffered a tough
childhood and has a bad relationship with her mother, which makes her wary of commitment. But when she
meets Carter Maguire, she can't stop herself falling for him, although his ex-girlfriend is prepared to play
dirty to keep him. Mackensie soon realises she has to put her past demons to rest in order to find lasting
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louder. But to solve this case she will need to find her way into a hidden place of dim light and concrete,
into the distant past, and into the cold depths of a shattered mind.
Carolina Moon - Nora Roberts 2012-12-04
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a novel of redemption and suspense, as a
woman haunted by the unsolved murder of her childhood friend returns to her small South Carolina
hometown. . . . Tory Bodeen grew up in a run-down house where her father ruled with an iron fist and a
leather belt—and where her dreams and talents had no room to flourish. Her one escape was her neighbor
Hope, who lived in the big house just a short skip away, and whose friendship allowed Tory to be something
she wasn’t allowed to be at home: a child. Then Hope was brutally murdered, and everything fell apart.
Now, as she returns to Progress with plans to settle in and open a stylish home-design shop, Tory is
determined to find a measure of peace and free herself from the haunting visions of the past. As she forges
a new bond with Cade Lavelle—Hope’s older brother and the heir to the family fortune—she isn’t sure
whether the tragic loss they share will unite them or drive them apart. But she is willing to open her heart,
just a little, and try. But living so close to those unhappy memories will be more difficult and frightening
than Tory could ever have expected. Because Hope’s murderer is nearby as well. . . . “Roberts may have
achieved her personal best in this tense Southern Gothic. As atmospheric and unsettling as a Tennessee
Williams play. . . . This is romantic drama at its best.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Black Hills - Nora Roberts 2009-07-07
In this #1 New York Times bestseller, Nora Roberts takes readers deep into the rugged hills of South
Dakota, where the shadows keep secrets, hunters stalk the land, and a friendship matures into something
more.... Cooper Sullivan spent the summers of his youth on his grandparents’ South Dakota ranch, sharing
innocent games and stolen kisses with the neighbor girl, Lil Chance. Now, twelve years after they last
walked together hand in hand, fate has brought them back to the Black Hills. Though the memory of Coop’s
touch still haunts her, Lil has let nothing stop her dream of opening the Chance Wildlife Refuge, but
something—or someone—has been keeping a close watch. When small pranks and acts of destruction
escalate into a heartless attack on Lil’s beloved cougar, memories of an unsolved murder have Coop
springing to action to keep Lil safe. Both of them know the natural dangers that lurk in the wild landscape
of the Black Hills. But a killer of twisted and unnatural instincts has singled them out as prey....
The Villa - Nora Roberts 2001-03-19
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts exposes a proud family’s deadly secrets in this
passionate tale of two Napa Valley rivals... PR executive Sophia Giambelli loves her job and has never
worried about competition. For three generations, her family’s wines have been world-renowned for their
quality. But things are about to change at Villa Giambelli. Tereza, the matriarch, has announced a merger
with the MacMillan family’s winery—and Sophia will be assuming a new role. As a savvy businesswoman,
Sophia knows she must be prepared for anything...but she isn’t prepared for Tyler MacMillan. They’ve been
ordered to work together very closely, to facilitate the merger. Sophia must teach Ty the finer points of
marketing—and Ty, in turn, shows her how to get down and dirty, to use the sun, rain, and earth to coax the
sweetest grapes from the vineyard. As they toil together, both in and out of the fields, Sophia is torn
between a powerful attraction and a professional rivalry. At the end of the season, the course of the
company’s future—and the legacy of the villa—may take an entirely new direction. And when acts of
sabotage threaten both the family business and the family itself, Sophia’s quest will be not only for
dominance, but also for survival.
The Obsession - Nora Roberts 2021-12-28
The large print edition of the riveting new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Liar. "She stood in the deep, dark woods, breath shallow and cold prickling over her skin despite the hot,
heavy air. She took a step back, then two, as the urge to run fell over her." Naomi Bowes lost her innocence
the night she followed her father into the woods. In freeing the girl trapped in the root cellar, Naomi
revealed the horrible extent of her father's crimes and made him infamous. No matter how close she gets to
happiness, she can't outrun the sins of Thomas David Bowes. Now a successful photographer living under
the name Naomi Carson, she has found a place that calls to her, a rambling old house in need of repair,
thousands of miles away from everything she's ever known. Naomi wants to embrace the solitude, but the
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kindly residents of Sunrise Cove keep forcing her to open up--especially the determined Xander Keaton.
Naomi can feel her defenses failing, and knows that the connection her new life offers is something she's
always secretly craved. But the sins of her father can become an obsession, and, as she's learned time and
again, her past is never more than a nightmare away.
Carolina Moon - Nora Roberts 2001-04-01
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a novel of redemption and suspense, as a
woman haunted by the unsolved murder of her childhood friend returns to her small South Carolina
hometown. . . . Tory Bodeen grew up in a run-down house where her father ruled with an iron fist and a
leather belt—and where her dreams and talents had no room to flourish. Her one escape was her neighbor
Hope, who lived in the big house just a short skip away, and whose friendship allowed Tory to be something
she wasn’t allowed to be at home: a child. Then Hope was brutally murdered, and everything fell apart.
Now, as she returns to Progress with plans to settle in and open a stylish home-design shop, Tory is
determined to find a measure of peace and free herself from the haunting visions of the past. As she forges
a new bond with Cade Lavelle—Hope’s older brother and the heir to the family fortune—she isn’t sure
whether the tragic loss they share will unite them or drive them apart. But she is willing to open her heart,
just a little, and try. But living so close to those unhappy memories will be more difficult and frightening
than Tory could ever have expected. Because Hope’s murderer is nearby as well. . . . “Roberts may have
achieved her personal best in this tense Southern Gothic. As atmospheric and unsettling as a Tennessee
Williams play. . . . This is romantic drama at its best.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Legacy - Nora Roberts 2022-05-03
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents Legacy, a new novel of a mother and a
daughter, of ambition and romance, and of a traumatic past reawakened by a terrifying threat... Adrian
Rizzo was seven when she met her father for the first time. That was the day he nearly killed her—before
her mother, Lina, stepped in. Soon after, Adrian was dropped off at her grandparents’ house in Maryland,
where she spent a long summer drinking lemonade, playing with dogs, making a new best friend—and
developing the stirrings of a crush on her friend’s ten-year-old brother. Lina, meanwhile, traveled the
country promoting her fitness brand and turning it into a billion-dollar business. There was no point in
dwelling on the past. A decade later, Adrian has created her own line of yoga and workout videos, following
in Lina’s footsteps but intent on maintaining creative control. And she’s just as cool-headed and ambitious
as her mother. They aren’t close, but they’re cordial—as long as neither crosses the other. But while Lina
dismisses the death threats that Adrian starts getting as a routine part of her daughter’s growing celebrity,
Adrian can’t help but find the vicious rhymes unsettling. Year after year, they keep arriving—the postmarks
changing, but the menacing tone the same. They continue after she returns to Maryland and becomes
reacquainted with Raylan, her childhood crush, all grown up and as gorgeously green-eyed as ever.
Sometimes it even seems like the terrifying messages are indeed routine, like nothing will come of them.
Until the murders start, and the escalation begins...
Loyalty in Death - J. D. Robb 1999-10-01
In this novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series known for its tantalizing blend of romance,
suspense, and futuristic police procedural, New York cop Eve Dallas faces her most ingenious foe: a “secret
admirer” who taunts her with letters…and kills without mercy. An unknown bomber is stalking New York
City. He is sending Eve Dallas taunting letters promising to wreak mass terror and destruction among the
“corrupt masses.” And when his cruel web of deceit and destruction threatens those she cares for most, Eve
fights back. It’s her city...it’s her job...and it’s hitting too close to home. Now, in a race against a ticking
clock, Eve must make the pieces fit—before the city falls.
Irish Born - Nora Roberts 2003
Collects three novels centered around three members of the Concannon family--Maggie, who is hiding from
her past, Brianna, a bed-and-breakfast owner, and Shannon, who finds true love after searching for her real
father.
The Pride of Jared MacKade - Nora Roberts 2021-02-22
Don’t miss the next fan-favorite story in the MacKade Brothers series from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts! Jared MacKade always fights for what’s right. As a kid he was competitive, and that
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spirit has continued in his career as an attorney. So when a challenge arrives in the form of stubborn single
mother Savannah Morningstar, Jared won’t be deterred by her cool and defensive attitude—quite the
opposite. Jared is drawn in by the strong woman, and though Savannah is prepared to keep her guard up,
Jared knows what he wants. Not only is he interested in Savannah, he’s grown to love her son too. The
former bad boy has always longed for a family of his own, and now that he’s found the one woman he wants
to come home to, Jared is ready to shed his pride and take a chance on love. Previously published.
Golden in Death - J. D. Robb 2020-02-04
In the latest thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series, homicide detective Eve Dallas
investigates a murder with a mysterious motive—and a terrifying weapon. Pediatrician Kent Abner received
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the package on a beautiful April morning. Inside was a cheap trinket, a golden egg that could be opened
into two halves. When he pried it apart, highly toxic airborne fumes entered his body—and killed him. After
Eve Dallas calls the hazmat team—and undergoes testing to reassure both her and her husband that she
hasn’t been exposed—it’s time to look into Dr. Abner’s past and relationships. Not every victim Eve
encounters is an angel, but it seems that Abner came pretty close—though he did ruffle some feathers over
the years by taking stands for the weak and defenseless. While the lab tries to identify the deadly toxin, Eve
hunts for the sender. But when someone else dies in the same grisly manner, it becomes clear that she’s
dealing with either a madman—or someone who has a hidden and elusive connection to both victims. "The
50th book proves this series truly is the gold standard.” — Associated Press
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